Fact sheet
User friendly cloud service for educators to manage learning and skills assessment

KEY FEATURES AND BENEFITS
Open training material
Create your own or license free of charge practical assignments, tests
and work diary templates for school and work based based learning in
any language. Let the students be independent learners who know the
goals and are keen to prove their skills anywhere, anytime!

PROVEN RESULTS
STUDENTS ACTIVITY

+150%
MORE COMPETENCE
PORTFOLIO EVENTS

Mobile Documentation
Inspire students to produce high quality documentation direct from their
learning environment with all smartphones and tablets. You will find
easy access to all the assignments, documentation, photo- and videoattachments in one place for evaluation.

TEACHER’S SAVED
ADMINSTRATION TIME
PER WEEK

-4

Personal Learning Paths
Publish assignments to students and assessors conveniently. With
Workseed you build common and personalized assignment paths following study plans and the skill objectives. You can always monitor
students’ progress on real time dashboard and react immediately to
weak motivation and under performing.

HOURS

INSTRUCTOR FEEDBACK
TO STUDENT

3x

Assesment and Skill Analytics
Take the official qualification requirements in use automatically in all
learning assignments and start tracking students’ skills’ progress in early
stage of education. Build unified paper free assessment practices in all
learning environments.

WHY TO CHOOSE WORKSEED CLOUD?
Easy and fast
Scales up
Integrates
Safe and secured
Local support

MORE
MESSAGES

REGISTER
FREE 30 DAYS TRIAL AT
WWW.WORKSEED.CLOUD

No need for massive IT projects nor hardware investments.
Scales up from one field of education to the needs of the whole organization.
Connects with Moodle and other LMSs, training simulators and administration systems.
All customer data stored in Microsoft Azure data center located in Europe.
Our support teams ready for your service in Finland, Sweden, Spain and Switzerland.

”Workseed offers our teachers
means for coaching approach
to work. As a result students
promote improved self-confidence and persistence.”
Mikko Saarimaa, Head of Qualifications, North Karelia Education
community board
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case study
User friendly cloud service for educators to manage learning and skills assessment

EDUCATOR’S CHALLENGES ON AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGY
Learner’s motivation in practical training
Assuring the learners’ skill development in middle of highly advancing car technology is
challenge for the educators. Virtual and other digital learning environments are modernizing
the automotive education and are attracting learners but they are not replacing practical
training. Educators must provide efficient and versatile hands-on training with less contact
teaching. Online learning environments currently used are not suitable for practicing on
the field and are lacking support for new teaching methods such as coaching and social
learning.

PROVEN RESULTS
TEACHER’S SAVED
ADMINSTRATION TIME
PER WEEK

-4

Workplace pedagogy
Workplace training is the key element on car mechanic and car body repair education.
Learners are working in real workplaces every year 1-3 months periods targeting to
develop the expertize required on the qualification. Very often workplace training is lacking
of personal objectives and interaction between the instructor, learner and teacher. There
are no ways to automatize the tripartite assessments and feedback collection from the
instructor.

WHY CHOOSE WORKSEED?
Free training and assignment templates
Teachers can create their own or license free of charge practical car repair and
maintenance assignments for the school and workplace learning. The assignment
templates simplify vocational skills demonstrations. The assignments provided by
Workseed inspire the learners to be more active and to prove their skills individually or
by teams anywhere, anytime and with any mobile device!

One-click assessment process
You can pick the assessor and the skill objectives (based on the qualification or
certificate) for every assignment. Workseed makes sure the learners’ assignment
reports are delivered automatically to all parties for assessing in time. Workplace
instructors’ participating on the learners’ skill assessment has never been this easy only one email and click needed.

HOURS

WORKPLACE
INSTRUCTORS
RECOMMEND WORKSEED

95%
“Workseed has given us
the opportunity to allow
our
students
individual
advancement in their studies.
This is possible through
flexible practical training in
our own facilities as well as
those of on-the-job-training
partners. Workseed is the tool
we need to asses individual
learning of the students in
cooperation with the company
representatives and students
while reducing laborious
paper work at the same time. “
Teemu Tiainen
automotive teacher
North Karelian college
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